My name is MEREDITH QUINN, according to the civilized method of identifing an individual who is alleged to be a
member or to become a member to a PATRIARCH SOCIETY, with birth identity to come from the marriage between a Man and

Woman classified as Persons, with descendant
Coming from the Father only.
The Woman is ommited in PERSONS, as not to confuse membership to the Ruling Class of the GREGORIAN
DYNASTY. (389 F .Supp.235Jan. 17 f 1975)
The Legal Classification to the identity of PERSONS is both 'Selective and Restrictive because it is used by
individuals, not having the right to it.
42 C.J.S. 1,pg.647,par. 1; 42 C.J.S. 28, Pg.688,par.1 A PERSON, also known as HUMAN BEINGS, are White, civilized,
European or European descent, legal citizens protected by the Constitution.
Along with the name MEREDITH QUINN, is another name of MUSA, according to Tribal Traditions of the Santee
Dakota, given by a HEAD CLANMOTHER, that identifies the individual as the same CLAN MEMEER(Eagle)as the CLAN
MOTHER, who has been appointed to a Society and the Sciences or Traditions that are to be carried on. MUSA is a member of a
MATRIARCH SOCIETY. This is
his birthright.
or MEREDITH QUINN ,hasestablished the fact, the Society and/or Educators of the members of the White Race, _end
the Society and/or Educators of the members of the White Tribes, belonging to the Arianus Empire; sought and by Law received
the right to Educate American Indians and their descendants in the civilized lifestyle, with a International PROVISO, that is not
to Violate but protect TRIBAL CUSTOM AND USAGE Of the AMERICAN INDIAN; filed with the INTERNATIONAL
COURT in Hague, February 18, 1493. This can be further cited by an International Treaty or Accord with the Obligations to the
Stipulations following on the WHITE RACE Or CIVILIZED NATIONS and/Or VICTORIAN MORALITY CODE and/or
HAGUE ACCORDS,” Or/and LEAGUE OF NATIONS, and/Or UNITED NATIONS, that received it'S JURISPRUDENCE Or
SECUNDUM from the VATICAN, with an agreed TE DEUM THE INTERNATIONAL COURT in Hague, February 18, 1493.
THE ESTABLISHED FACT/ with the International PROVISO, had been provided with all the necessary legal
functions(i.e. 46 USCA 41004116 and others) to assure and protect TRIBAL CUSTOM AND USAGE of the American Indian
while in Educational Institutions of the United States as a Student. _
HOWEVER, Educators and/or Scholars of the White Races, having Selective and Restrictive. Educational Policies that
is.. to keep and maintain certain Categories of PERSONS and their Descendants in Education; are responible for keeping certain
category of PERSONS in total ‘Ignorance and Stupidity to Scientific Facts, if known by these Ignorance and Stupid PERSONS,
WOULD
HAVE MADE THEM, THE ELITE or PRIVATE PERSON.
. T1098@ Bégucators and/or Scholars of the White Races, through a Co'\/'ert Concept' dueA Educational Policies for the
Ignorant and PERSON, did select the American Indian as a Student) as a Ignorant ä~¿Stupidindividual because of
ed`ucation‘because the Intern'ational PROVISO was permitted to be violated, HOWEVER, tide PROVISO iS TRIBAL
CUSTOM AND USAGE and the SOCalled elite Scientices are taught to Indians as Small childreńtraditionally with the most
common, is the Theory on The Speed of Light, Time( C ' '

